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The Bug Genie 2 & 3 
VCS Integration hook specification 

Overview 
This document describes the format of the hook messages that the VCS integration module will 

take. It is intended that the message is sent from a hook embedded into the repositories commit or 

push hookpoint, and so allows for a given commit (or push containing a commit) to close an issue 

etc. 

Detail 
The message is sent via a call to the post-commit handler via the command-line php hander. On 

Linux systems, this would most likely exist at /usr/bin/php or /usr/bin/php-cli. Failing that, it 

can be sent via a HTTP call using wget. 

The post-commit script takes 6 parameters, which are (in order): 

author Name of the person who made that commit 

rev Revision number (cvs/svn etc.) or hash (git, hg etc.) of the commit 

commit_msg The log entry for that commit. The Bug Genie will parse messages 
containing 

changed List of added, deleted, edited etc. files, in SVN format (see later) 

oldrev (optional) Previous revision of this file to diff against (a revno or revhash) 
OPTIONAL for cvs, svn, bzr, required for hash-based VCSes 

Product ID 
This is the ID number of the product that the respository containing this hook is assigned to.  

Author 
This is the commit name as provided by the VCS. This will be looked up in the database in the 

following order: 

1. If the commit name has an email address in < > symbols (i.e. ‘Joe Bloggs 

<me@example.com>’), then the email will be extracted and will be looked up against the 

database. If the email exists in the database, then the user in The Bug Genie’s database 

corresponding to that email will be recorded as having made the fix. 

2. If the email does not exist (either in the database or in the author variable), then the other 

part of the variable will be checked (the name). The code will check to see if the name 

exists in any Full Name fields, and if so that user will be recorded. 

3. If not, then the check is repeated on the buddy name field. 

4. If a user is still not found, the check is repeated on the username field (i.e. what the user 

logs in with). This is the most likely scenario for svn and cvs users. 

5. If the user is still not found, the commit is discarded. 
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If the author name contains a space, it should be supplied in quotation marks in the PHP call 

format, and in encoded url format via the wget format. In the latter instance, this can be done by 

running it through PHP’s urlencode function. 

rev/oldrev 
These fields just contain the revision number of the fix and the previous revision of that file so diffs 

can be produced. The module will not produce the diffs; these are just passed to the repository 

viewer which generates the diffs. 

The oldrev parameter is optional. If it is omitted, it will take (new revision)-1 as the old revision, 

though this will not work for VCSes where commit hashes are used instead. 

Commit message 
This is the exact commit message as provided by the VCS. This must be provided in quotation marks 

or in encoded url form (i.e. via PHP’s urlencode function) depending on how the call is being 

made. 

Changed files 
The list of changed files must be in a simplified form of the SVN format. In this, only the first 

character is treated specially, and that is the action code. All characters after this first character 

are treated as the actual file path, with the exception of whitespace which will be ignored. 

The three supported action codes are A for added, D for deleted and U for updated. If a line in the 

log contains a character which is not one of these three, it will result in that line being 

disregarded. If a change to a file is not any of these three types, then simply ensure any code which 

is not one of these three is the first character in the applicable line – so the line is safely 

disregarded. This avoids an issue where the first character of a path or filename is incorrectly 

interpreted as an action code. 

An example would be: 

U trunk/README 

A branches/test/Makefile 

D trunk/testfile 

Making the call 
Note: It is advised that you follow the svn hook as a reference. 

Via a direct call to the script 
The correct way to call the script is to use the following string (in bash format): 

$PHP $PATH/post-commit.php "$AUTHOR" $REV "$COMMIT_MSG" "$CHANGED" $OLDREV 

It is expected that the user will define $PHP (a path to the right PHP binary) and $PATH (the path 

to the svn_integration module’s directory), and that you will define the values of the other 

variables earlier on in the script. These variables should contain the details from the VCS. 

The oldrev parameter is only necessary if the chosen VCS uses hash-based revision identifiers (or, in 

the case of bzr, when the previous revision may not be as straightforward if it involves decimal 

points). If it is not necessary, it can be omitted. 
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Via wget 
This method may be required if the direct call is not possible for whatever reason. The correct way 

to call the script is to use the following string (in bash format): 

wget --no-check-certificate "<host and url>/post-

commit.php?passkey=<passkey>&author=${URL_AUTHOR}&rev=${REV}&commit_msg=${URL_COMM

IT_MSG}&changed=${URL_CHANGED}&oldrev=${OLDREV}" -o /dev/null -O /dev/null 

The user is expected to fill in <host and url> as appropriate, and to fill in <passkey> with the 

passkey set in the settings for The Bug Genie. The passkey is set so that a user cannot manually call 

the script and pass bogus parameters. 

The parameters prefixed by URL_ need to be modified so that spaces and other special characters 

can be placed into a URL. The preferred way of doing this is to run each string though PHP’s 

urlencode function, as it will be decoded later using PHP’s urldecode function, however, the 

precise method of how to encode it is left to the implementer. 

The oldrev parameter is only necessary if the chosen VCS uses hash-based revision identifiers – or if 

the previous revision number cannot be easily identified (i.e. in bzr where revisions like 134.2.8 are 

used). If it is not necessary, the entire parameter can be omitted (i.e. &oldrev=${OLDREV} is 

removed, not just the actual old revision number). 

Ending notes 
If you have any problems or if you wish to report an improvement or correction for this guide, 

please contact lsproc on IRC or in The Bug Genie’s forums. 


